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Jungle
inhabitants settle
in Tacoma zoo
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New Point Defiance elephants Thandi (left) and Moyo. Or is that Moyo (left) and Thandi?

bon cutting performed by Thandi, was
funded by interest from a 1986 bond issue,
proceeds from the first annual Zoobilee,
and a $25,000 grant from the Ben B. Cheney
foundation.
The barn is designed for the safety of the
trainers as much as for the comfort of the
elephants. According to zoo officials, an
elephant trainer is three times as likely to be
killed than someone in the next dangerous
profession. In fact, an elephant trainer's job
is more dangerous than that of a fireman.
The barn is therefore equipped with a number of safety features including one of only
three elephant restraint chutes in the country, which operates with walls of movable
bars for use in monitoring and maintaining

the health of the elephants.
Although normally "tame as a moo-cow,"
Liggett asserts that the beasts are particularly dangerous when a male is in his annual
sexual-related musth period.
Thandi and Moyo, both female, have not
proven to be a problem in terms of danger.
Moyo especially, who is reputed to be a
gentle and loving but an easily intimidated
animal. "She's the cute one," said Liggett,
"while Thandi is more confidenL They're
just like people; there are no two alike."
Cindy, the park's Asian elephant which
has been housed in San Diego and Portland
zoos for the past nine years, is expected to
permanently join Thandi and Moyo in their
new home in November.

Lagniappe retreat doles out 'something extra'
JBy Jenny Apple
News Assistant

Lagniappe, an annual fall retreat sponsored by the university, may live up to its
Creole meaning of "something extra" for
sophomores and juniors this year.
The 1991 Lagniappe, set for the Fall Break
weekend of October 18-20, marks a transition phase for the activity, which has been
a tradition at the university since the fall of
1988.
"We're trying to change the focus a little
bit," explained Ravi Mantha, sophomore
class senator who undertook the securing of
ASUPS funds for Lagniappe as his senate
project.
In the past, explained Dean of Students
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IBy Kevin Strong

(JHeather Hopp
The new house on the block cost $2.3
million to complete and caine with 27-foot
high soaring cathedral ceilings, heated
floors, and remote-control hydraulic doors.
The 17,000 square foot back yard boasts a
stone fence, a cascading stream, and three
pools.
The day of the housewarming party the
neighbors were in a uproar. Rushing out of
their homes in a frenzy of screeches and
rude gestures, they climbed all over their
porches to jeer at the party guests, who
ranged from men in business suits to a
legion of excited children and their teachers. Meanwhile, the lucky inhabitants of the
house were locked up in the back yard by
the pool lazily arranging piles of hay with
their noses.
But then again, this isn't an ordinary
neighborhood. It is the Asian exhibit of the
highly acclaimed Point Defiance Zoo, and
the new house will hold two very special
tenants: the zoo's African elephants Thandi
and Moyo.
"Someone told me it looks like a FisherPrice toy," said elephant trainer Bill Liggett
about the red, yellow, and teal elephant
barn, which is located across the way from
a group of rather vocal spec tacled langurs.
The brand new elephant barn, which opened
last Friday at noon with a ceremonial rib-
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"to provide for some cross-campus integration" among upperclassmen, Greeks and
independents, staff and faculty. Now the
retreat will be directed more toward sophomores andjuniors. "Wefeltwe really needed
to focus on some of the issues sophomores
and juniors have concerns about," said
Dodson.
"In two or three years, it's going to be a
sophomore or junior retreat," predicted
Mantha.
The status of Lagniappe was somewhat
precarious this fall. Last year, the Dean of
Students Office had to contribute $3500 to
the retreat, using two-thirds of its budget
for student programs. "I didn't feel it was a
good idea for me to support the program at
that level (this year)," said Dodson. With
some economizing as well as a contribution of a little less than one-third of the costs
from ASS,the retreat was allowed to go
on as planned.
This year Lagniappe will take place at
Camp Orkilla on Orcas Island. The camp,
located along the water, is a lot like the
Passages retreat Camp Parsons, according
to Kristen Wright, one of the coordinators.
Students will ride abus to Anacortes, where
they will board a ferry to take them to the

island. There will be rowboats and mountain bikes available, and students may engage in activities like whale watching, day
hikes, and nightly gatherings around the
campfire. In the past, movies have been
screened in the evenings as well. According
to Mantha, there is also a ropes course at the
camp and natural mineral hot springs on the
island.
"It's like an upperclassmen Passages,"
said Wright. One difference, however, is
the absenceofadefinite structureand schedule. Students have more freedom in how
they choose to pass the time there.
Lagniappe's cost for students is $35 each,
although the actual cost for the school is
about $70 per participant. An additional
$4.65 is needed for the ferry ticket. Mantha
said that there are definite spots for 35
sophomores and 35 juniors, but if there is a
greater demand, more students can attend.
Although the classes of 1993 and 1994 are
given first priority, freshmen and seniors
are invited to participate as well.
Because ASUPS is helping to fund Lagniappe, it must be open to all students,
noted Mantha. "At this point I'd say everyone is sure to get in," he said. "If we have to
take 90 people, so be it."

An electrical transformer in the library
that was contaminated with toxic chemi
cals has resulted in a $31,450 fine for the
University of Puget Sound.
The transformer, which was discovered
during a routine Environmental Protection
Agency inspection last year, would have
only caused a contamination risk if it had
caught on fire according to Eileen HayesHileman, an EPA toxic chemical specialist.
However, Hayes-Hileman added that the
university made a "serious mistake" in not
reporting the transformer to the EPA and by
not posting warning signs on it.
"If there had been a fire near the transformer everyone in the library would have
been in serious danger," said HayesHileman. "If the transformer had cornbusted, toxic PCB smoke would have likely
gone through the air ducts and contami
nated the entire building."
Polychlorinated biphenyls, orPCBs, were
frequently used as an insulating fluid in
electrical transformers before being banned
in 1978. Hayes-Hileman said that PCBs
can cause painful skin problems in humans
and have also caused cancer in laboratory
nimals.
As a result, the EPA requires building
owners with PCB-containing transformers
to inspect the transformers every three
months. In addition, building owners must
submit annual reports so the EPA can keep
track of the amount of toxic chemicals
buildings have and make sure that the
chemicals are being properly disposed.
According topublic relations director Greg
Brewis, the library's transformer never
posed any real threat of contamination.
"The university had been inspecting the
transformer every three months as the EPA
required," said Brewis. "However, plant
department failed to submit annual reports
between 1986 and 1990 detailing the inspections' findings."
The fine for not submitting annual reports
to the EPA is $6,000 per year. In addition,
the university was fined $1,450 for taking
down warning signs from the transformer
before it had met EPA standards.
Brewis said the only reason the transformer is still on campus is because it is
kept in an electrical vault and the vault's
door is too small to get the transformer out.
Consequently, the university began cleaning PCBs outofthe transformerin Septem
ber, 1988. Brewis said that by November,
1990 the transformer's PCB levels had met
EPA requirements.
"We made a clerical mistake by not mak
ing annual reports to the EPA while the
transformer still contained PCBs," said
Brewis. "However, we have done more
than many other places in that we have now
gotten rid of our PCBs."
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News

Senate Postpones Vote on
Thomas for One Week
USA The Senate's confirmation vote
on Clarence Thomas's nomination for the
Supreme Court, scheduled for Tuesday,
was delayed for one week so lawmakers
could investigate allegations that the nominee sexually harassed his formeraide, Anita
F. Hill. In a news conference, the Oklahoma law professor, defended her accusation of sexual harassment against Judge
Thomas. The statements by the professor
reverberated through the Capitol and produced a series of difficult questions for the
Judiciary Committee and its chairman,
Senator Joseph R. Biden Jr., and angry
speach-making on the Senate floor. Eight
of the declared 13 Democratic backers of
Thomas said they were reconsidering their
positions, and the Republicans, who had
called the charges a "smear campaign",
denounced that they had lost their firm
majority for Clarence Thomas. Senators
on both sides of the debate acknowledged
that the delay could be fatal to the nom manon. Earlier, according to the Wall Street
Journal, Thomas "totally and unequivocally" denied the accusations and requested
a postponement "to clear iiy name". Judidaly Chairman Joseph Biden, a Democratic Thomas opponent, who earlier had
pressed for a speedy vote, promised an
investigation that would cover new alleg tions against the nominee as well as those
already made public. The Committee will
reconvene on Friday, Sen. Biden said.
(The New York Times / The Wall Street
Journal)

Yugoslav Planes Attack
Croatian Presidential Palace
YUGOSLAVIA - Federal Air Force jets
fired rockets into the presidential palace in
the capital of Croatia on Monday. The
strike missed the two top leaders of the
separatist republic and the federal Prime
Minister. The attack in the heart of Zagreb,
which Prime Minister Ante Markovic
charged was "attempted murder", ordered
by the Yugoslav Defense Minister, came
as the European Community prepared to
impose an economic embargo if the combatants in the Yugoslav conflict did not
cease hostilities by midnight. The attack
was a reaction to President Tudjman's
order to Croatian forces to move beyond
blockading federal garrisons in his republic to attacking them with artillery fire. To

end the three months of fighting with the
Yugoslav army, Croatia recently agreed
to a new cease-fire. Separately, the
Croatian Parliament voted unanimously
tocutall ties with Yugoslavia, confirming
the republic's earlier declaration of independence. (The New York Times / The
Wall Street Journal)

Soviets Intend to Keep Only
Listening Post in Cuba
USA - A month after soviet President
Mikhail Gorbatchev' s announcement that
he is withdrawing a Soviet brigade from
Cuba, U.S. officials are concluding that
the step is part of a far broader Soviet
pullback. The officials say Kremlin actions as well as private messages from
Moscow suggest that Soviet economic aid
is phased ouL, military aid is sharply reduced and the corps of Soviet technical
advisors on the island is going to dwindle.
But the Soviets apparently aren't pulling
back at one important outpost: their enormous communications interception facility at Lourdes, just outside Havana. There
isn't any sign of a drawdown of the 2,100
Soviet intelligence officers and technicians at the listening post. Americans outside the government who have discussed
the matter with Soviet officials privately
say that the Soviets indicate their intentions to try to hang on to the facility, from
which they can intercept military, diplomatic and commercial communications.
(The Wall Street Journal)

BELGUIM - The draft contract for a
political Union of the 12 states of the
European community will probably not
be ready on time. The E.E.C. State Secretaries have rejected the text that had been
set up by the president of the European
Minister Council, Hans Van den Brock,
with a 10 to 2 majority. They decided to
work on ideas that they had developed,
but which were not taken into consideration by Van den Broek. According to
Bruxelles officials, the contract will hardly
be ready at the beginning of the European
summit in Maastricht, that will start on
December 9. Since the German Chancellor Helmut Kohl has already announced
that he won't sign any contract before this
contract has been passed, the 1993 Economic and Currency Union is also jeopardized. (Süddeutsche Zeitung, Munich)
World News edited by Matthias Dezes
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Health group prepares for Homecoming
IBy Jenny Apple
News Assistant
The newly formed Student Health Awareness Club will kick off a year of healthrelated programs by observing National
Alcohol Awareness Week October 13-19.
The organization was initiated as part of
Sherri Larkin's health education internship
at the Health Center. "Part ofmy internship
is to establish a continual addressing of
health issueson campus," said Larkin. Later
she noted, "The club is hopefully going to
be the main force of these programs."
Presently, Larkin is president of the Student Health Awareness Club, which has
seven members.
The organization intends to plan program
for the Great American Smokeout an
Condom Awareness Week, as well as t
address concerns like sexually transmitte
diseases, eating disorders, and fitness
The group also hopes to serve as an avenue by which students can communicat
suggestions about the operation of the Healt
Center and programs it could sponsor
To observe National Alcohol Awarenes
Week, the club has planned several programs, including a designated driver system, two speakers, and an information table
The fraternities, sororities, ASUPS Senate, Spurs, Circle K, Publicity, and RHA
are all collaborating with the club to carry
out the week's activities.
Members of sororities, fraternities, and
AS UPS Senate have been enlisted as designated drivers for Homecoming weekend,
October 11-12. Students who have been
drinking can call a centralized number,

Political Unification of the
European Community Not on
Time

C-rimes on Campus _
Oct 1

October 10, 1991

The participating businesses
include El Torito, Garcia's, Harbor Lights, the Harvester, Katie
Downs, Magoo's Annex,
Shenanigan's, and the Spar
"We hope that people aren't too embarrassed to call and they'll call before they put
themselves at risk or other people at risk,"
said Larkin.
At noon on Monday, October 11, the club
plans to stage a mock DWI scene at 15th
Street and Jones Circle. A policeman will
participate in the scene and, afterwards,
will explain to bystanders what has taken
place.
Scheduled to speak on October 14 at 7pm
in SUB 101 is Deputy Allen from the Traffic Division of the Pierce County Sheriff's
Department. He will address topics such as
the breathalizer, sobriety tests, and the avoidance of DWI charges.
Katerine Boudreau of the Washington
State Alcoholism and Drug Dependence
Center will speak on October 17 at noon in
the Rotunda about who has responsibility
in a drinking situation and peer pressure
regarding alcohol.
The club will distribute pamphlets and
other information at a table in the SUB
October 14-17.
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1039 Regents Blvd.
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***Three alcohol violation reports were written over the weekend.
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19th St.

Princeton

Aegen
A student reported that his locker in Warner Gym was
broken into. His wallet and identifications were taken.
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19th St.
A student reported damage to the hood of his vehicle. The
damage was done while the vehicle was parked near 14th
and Union Streets.

756-4914, from which a driver will be dispatched to take them home. Eight local bars
and restaurants have agreed to post the
number and give free beverages to the designated drivers, who will be distinguished
by wearing red ribbons.
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Yes, it's that, weekend again
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News

Staff Writer
Get ready for an exciting weekend full of
fun and competition. Homecoming 1991
has arrived, and with this year's "Wild,
Wild West" theme, it promises to rustle up
excitement for y'all.
Homecoming activities were organized
through the Special Events committee
headed by Jennifer Shepard, who described
Homecoming as being based on a series of
competitive events between various living
organizations on campus, including University-owned houses, Residential Halls,
and Greek Houses (with each Sorority paired
up with a Fraternity).
Each organization will be judged and
receive a certain amount of points for various events throughout the weekend. The
criteria used for judging the various Homecoming Events, said Shepard, include spirit,
adherence to the theme, originality and
creativity. Judges will be composed of
students, faculty, staff, and alumni. The
winning teams will be announced at halftime of Saturday's football game.
Homecoming festivities will officially
be kicked off Friday at 5:30 pm when all of
the participating living areas, decorated
according to the theme, are evaluated by a
team of three judges.
Later at 7:30 pm, the competition continues at the Fieldhouse. Each living organizations, as well as any students who have

signed up, put together musical groups to
perform. Shepard mentioned that in the
past, Songfest has produced "some really
good bands." For further enjoyment,
UPSwing will perform. The Homecoming
Court will also be announced during
Songfest. For the price of $1, students will
be thoroughly entertained by Songfest, an
event which, according to Shepard, is "like
a giant talent show."
On Saturday, at 12:30 pm, Homecoming
competition will continue with the judged
float procession. Each of the competing
living organizations will display their decorated moving vehicle.
The procession begins at the north SUB
parking lot and will move to the Fieldhouse
in time for the beginning of the football
game which pits the Loggers against Central Washington at 1:30 pm.
During halftime, the Homecoming competition will culminate with a Horse-Shoe
pitching contest conducted with children's
plastic Horse-Shoes so that no harm will be
done to the track/field surface. The Homecoming King and Queen will also be announced during halftime.
The final event of Homecoming weekend
will be a concert/dance, co-sponsored by
Popular Entertainment and Special Events.
It will take place on Saturday in the Fieldhouse at 8 pm. The cost is $4 with UPS
identification. The Seattle-based band,
Young Fresh Fellows, will be featured.
The group is "very popular on college
campuses ... it should be a lot of fun," said
Shepard.

Turn t e
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Into smi*les,
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Cowen elected
Freshman Senator
IJBy Melissa Hawken
Staff Writer
After weeks of campaigning, a primary,
and a general election, Chris Cowen was
named the new ASIJPS freshman class
senator on Thursday, October 3.
"I'm really excited because it is something I really wanted," Cowen explained
after winning the election. "It means a lot to
me to represent the freshman class."
According to ASUPS Vice President Eric
Konzelman, a freshman class senator is
expected to "serve as a liason between the
freshman class and the associated student
body."
Some of the issues of interest for the new
senator include helping to improve the registration process for freshman by providing
information on good classes and professors, evaluate the Preludes and Passages
program, and deal with Residential Hall
problems since 95% of the students in Halls
are freshmen.
Cowen's own personal goals as a senator

Some By-Laws Posted

ACUS Service also offers the best value to save you
money. And, the world is at your fingertips with
ACUS Service domestic and international dialing
capabilities.

Article II, Section 10
Each Senator must do a least one
project. The project must be submitted
as a proposal and attempt to benefit the
campus or community. Projects should
be related to respected officed. Protem
shalll be responsible for monitoring the
progress of senate projects.

Article IV Section 1, K
K. Any form of written communication that is distributed by an ASUPS
committee must be signed and
approved by one of the following: the
ASUPS President, APUPS Vice
President, or a Senator.
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AT&TACUSSM Service at The University
You can shorten the distance between campus and
your family and friends by calling from the
convenience of your room withAT&TACUS Service.

include: getting soap dispensers in Residence Hall bathrooms, a refrigerator in the
SUB for fruit, and possibly more credit
allowed for activity classes.
He also said he hopes to gain more unity
in the freshman class and more spirit for
both the freshman and the university in
general.
Overall, Cowen concluded, "the ideas I
collect from the freshman will be the most
important to me."

of Puget Sound...

The only long distance you'll need to experience
this year is qualityAT&TACUS Service.
Featuring:
• No Sign-up Fees
• Personal Security Codes
• Individual Bills
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FRIDAY. OCTOBER 11
5:30 p.m. House Decorating
and judging
7:30 p.m. Songfest, Fieldhouse
admission $1

SATURDAY. OCTOBER 12
12:30 p.m. Float procession and judging
1:30 p.m. Football game vs. Central
Washington, half-time activities
and royalty croWning

AMD***
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ESH FELLOWS

Saturday,
October 12, 1991
8:00P.M.
UPS Fieldhouse
$4.00 w/ UPS ID

ASUPS
STUDENT PROGRAMS
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EJBy Andy James
Contributing Editor

Miles Davis was, from beginning to end,
unregenerate. Even though he necessarily
lived in a white society, he never made the
concessions that otherjazz artists did; even
though he pioneered just about every jazz
movement since the beginning of his carecr, he had generally moved on by the time
they had gained mainstream acceptance.
He often made mistakes, and he often disappeared from the jazz scene altogether,
but even when he was lacking judgement or
not present Miles Davis dominated jazz.
Ironically, the nineteen-year-old Miles
who entered the scene in 1945 was tentative
and often criticized for his poor technique.
He never was a particularly proficient trumpeter, never able to run off fast lines in the
manner of, say, Clifford Brown, but in his
early days, when he played on Charlie
Parker's Savoy sessions, he could barely
pull off phrases; Dizzy Gillespie had to
play the main theme of "Ko-Ko" for him
because he couldn't play it himself. But
c' en in the awkward, slow riffs there is
great emotion and the rudiments of his
romantic, introspective style, especially in
his lovely muted solo on "Embraceable
' ou."
By the time he became his own bandleader
Miles had the technique and foive of personality to shape a powerful style of his
own. In his early-fifties recordings with
Red Garland, Philly Joe Jones, and Paul
Chambers, he carved out a style later to be
known as Cool Jazz, a richer, more contemplative variation on the bop he had helped
develop with a few years earlier. And when
John Coltrane, the only figure in modem
jazz comparable to Parker and Miles himself, joined in 1955, they became perhaps
the definitive bop quintet, cutting the seminal Milestones LP.
It was with arranger Gil Evans, a lifetime
collaborator, however, that Miles hit his
stride. Evans' impressionistic orchestration
provided a rich emotional counterpoint to
Miles' keening trumpet playing, a formula
that made, among others, Porgy and Bess
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and, much later, Sketches ofSpain, watermark albums of jazz.
Up to this point, everything was fine with
jazz fans (at least those who hadn't turned
to bland jazz alternatives like Dave
Brubeck). But Miles was already making it
clear that he was an iconoclast: often at
concerts he would turn his back on the
audience or even leave; he was given to
inflammatory comments about racial condition. He was also tearing apart the foundations of jazz and rebuilding them in his
own fashion, firstby employing young new
artists like Herbie Hancock and Wayne
Shorter and then, in the late sixties, integrating jazz sounds with the funk beat of
Sly and the Family Stone, James Brown,
and Jimi Hendrix. It was this approach that
fueled Headhunters and then, with British
guitarist John MClaughlin and Chick Corea,
the epochal double album Bitches Brew,
which managed to merge the loose modality of free jazz with the new fusion he had
helped found.
It was not long after that, in the midSeventies, that Miles took a five-year hiatus from the music business, mostly out of
disgust for the exploitation musicians routinely faced but also to recover from a
heroin addiction and sharpen up his boxing
skills. His return in 1981 showed Miles still
exploringmusical styles and leaving most
musicians in the dust.
Reading Miles' autobiography gives a
picture of a man furious at the world, and
with good reason. The years of touring
through towns where he was in constant
danger of being physically attacked, of being beaten by a policeman in front of the
Birdland club in New York, of receiving
attacks from ignorantjazz critics unresponsive to change left him angry at the world.
Yet the one constant throughout his entire
career was his muted (both literally and
figuratively), eloquent trumpet playing.
Check out his versions of "Someday My
Prince Will Come" or "Summertime" or
any other standard he reworked to hear
what he could do with a tune in a few short
breaths. Even in his later work, where the

E SCHWA!
Free Warranty Tires
Services v Shocks
Alignment
'

* Free Tire Replacement. fIrst 25%
* Free Fiat Repair (Passenger OnIy

* Free Tire Rotation
* FreeAlrCheck
* Free Re-Balance
* Free Tire Inspection
These Free Warranty Servkes are
honored at over 170 Northwest Locations

rhythms tracks overwhelmed the pithy statements he made, he cut through.
As Miles said near the end of his life,
when he was still enormously creative:
"Living is an adventure and a challenge.
When people come up to me and ask me to
play something like "My Funny Valen-

tine," some old thing like that I might have
when they were with this special girl and
the music might have made them both feel
good, I can understand that. But I tell them
to go buy the record. I'm not there in that
place any longer."

Are you considering
theological education?

HARVARD UNIVERSITY
THE DIVINETY SCHOOL
is holding general information sessions

And More
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IWA

Sixth & Orchard
Across from K Mart
756-9699

Come learn about our master's degree programs, including
Master of Theological Studies and Master of Divinity
Dual degree options and cross-registration opportunities
with the other Harvard graduate faculties

Meet With A Representative:
Date: Thursday, October 17th
Time: 10:00 - 11:00 a.m.
Place: Student Union Bldg Room 108
All students, All majors, All years welcome
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History comes to Tacoma
EBy Mike Hoefner
Contributing Edito
Between the years 1907and 1930,America
witnessed a profound change. Cars were
coming off of assembly lines. Physics had
been revolutionized by Einstein's theory of
relativity. The U.S. had been involved in
World War One. Women secured their right
to vote. And Wall Street crashed, leading to
the Great Depression.
During this time, American art also went
through a revolution, changing from portraits, still lifes, and landscapes to what we
now call "modern" art. From this period
came both the abstract paintings of Max
Weber, and the distant and mysterious
cityscapes of Edward Hopper and Georgia
O'Keefe.
"Of Time and the City," a travelling exhibit at the Tacoma Art Museum, focuses on
this vital chapter in American art history. It
shows not only the variety of art produced at
the beginning of the century, but art that was
unified by the new modern eye. This was an
eye less concerned with representation, and
more interested in form; an eye not afraid of
harsh and stylized lines.
Perhaps the most exciting part about this
show is the big names involved. It's like
having a superstar visiting Tacoma for a
few weeks. Or even a whole bunch of superstars, including Georgia O'Keefe and Man
Ray.
Standing in front of O'Keefe's New Yo,'k,
Night was, for me, near to a religious experience: being close to it and seeing the texture of the paint. The deep, earthy hues are
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at once brilliant and subdued. This experience cannot be fully reproduced in a
book or print.
The way the works are displayed is selfexplanatory, keeping the amount of text
mounted on the walls to a minimum. On
the south wall were most of the abstract
works, the kind of art which people still
look at and say "what is it" and make
modern art jokes about.
In a way, abstract pieces like Marsden
Hartley's PaintingNumber One invite criti-

of these was Edwin Dickinson's Girl on
Tennis Court (1926). It was dominated by
a faceless figure in a grey dress and surrounded by shadows and smaller figures
hidden in the green and grey shadows. It
was a dream-like, distorting perspective,
but not strictly surreal. Instead, the work
captures something midway between
memory, dream, and nostalgia.
The "Of Time and the City" exhibit was
complemented by exhibits from the
Museum's permanent collection on the second and third floor galleries. Of particular

Writer's Corner.

On the south wall
were most of the
abstract works, the
kind people still
make modern art
jokes about.
cism. The work looks like something an
angry child painted, with lots of dark,
black lines, and bright primary colors.
This kind of art was an intellectual movement that many people find confusing and
distancing, because it's a reaction against
classic form and style—things in art that
most of us still like to see once in a while.
On the north wall were pieces that, while
they still showed the modern sharp edges
and cubist influences, were of easily identifiable places or things. The most unusual

note are the Rachael Soyer studies of people
in the city and oil paintings by Jacob
Lawrence and John Sloan on the third floor.
For those of you who do not know, the
Tacoma Art Museum is located downtown,
at 1123 Pacific Avenue. The museum's
hours are Tuesday through Saturday, from
10a.m. to 5 P.M. and on Sundays, noon to
5P.M. Admission for students is one dollar,
and on Tuesdays, there is no admission fee.
It houses an impressive, if not overwhelming collection, in an area that is quiet and
well-liL It is well worth a visit.
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e.e. cwnmings was a quirky and personal
poet. Hisworksdeal with love,friendship,
and humanity in a strictly non-Hallmark
manner. Read him.
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quite poison God's sunlight

REDISCOVER...

NEIL'S SPECIAL
Learn to scuba dive for
$85 and get college credit
Call 588-8368

Breadsticks & Small Shake
for $2.50

PRO DIVERS SUPPLY

Free morning espresso
delivery to all
academic buildings

9109 Veterans Dr. SW, Tacoma
Open Monday - Saturday
12-8

gular Pizza with 2 toppings $5.0
Small Espresso Shake $120
....arge Espresso Shake $225
1_aHé $1.00
any more scrumptious snacks in a
better atmosphere than the SUB

Hours:
i-Fri 9am-2pm, 6pm-midnite
Sat-Sun lpm-midnite

756-3663

I

NEXT OPEN MIKE NIlE IS THURSDAY, OCT. 24
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A nice night without Wolfgang
[]

EJBy Michelle Ganje

sive flutist, Karla Warnke Flygare, per-

Staff Writer

forming Sonata in D Major for Flute and
Piano, Op.94 with Lisa Bergman on piano.

I'm sick of Mozart.
Please don 'tget me wrong. ladore Mozart.
It is just that this, the bicentennial year of
his death, has me a bit wearied of his greatness.
I also think that perhaps this Mozart overkill has overshadowed the much deserved
praises of several other composers. For
example, both Sergei Prokofiev and Cole
Porter celebrate centennials in the year 1991.
Apparently, others share my sentiments,
because the most recent offering in the
Jacobsen Concert Series featured these two
composers.
Although I enjoy them both, I must admit
that Prokofiev and Porter make strange
bcdfellows, to say the least!
The first half of Friday night's performance featured the works of Sergei
Prokofiev, a quintessential Russian composer of the twentieth-century. The program began with Dr. Duane Hulbert's astounding performance of the Sonata No. 3
for Piano in A Minor. The evening continued with a guest artist, Russian tenor
Vladimir Yefimov, in a wonderful rendition of "Don Antonio's Serenade" from
Prokofiev's opera, The Duenna.
Also featured was the beautifully expres-

The first half climaxed with the Adelphian
Concert Choir with soloist Alayne Faraone,
class of 1987, taking the stage with two
excerpts from the Alexander Nevsky Cantata.

In the second half of the program, we
crossed the Atlantic and ended the Cold
War with a tribute to the classically American composer, Cole Porter. The audience
was treated to a concert performance of the
Broadway musical, Kiss Me Kate, performed by the University Madrigal Singers
and four main soloists. Kiss Me Kate is a
1948 musical about a production company
undertaking a performance of Shakespeare's
The Taming of the Shrew. It features such
Porter standards as Too Darn Hot, Brush
Up Your Shakespeare, and So in Love.
Kiss Me Kate is a play within a play, in
which the actors experience nearly parallel
situations to their Shakespearean counterparts. Ms. Faraone took the stage again as a
marvelously shrewish Katherine (played
by the character Lilli) and was
complimented well by Micheal Delos, class
of 1974, as the arrogant Petruchio (played
by the character of Fred). The two supporting characters were Jane Shaffer, 1991, as

(I)

B

Dr. Duane Hulbert emotes his way through a piece by Prokofiev.

C

the seductive Lois Lane/Bianca and
Jonathan Frank, 1990, who pulled off a
delightfully amusing portrayal of Bill!
Lucentio, her ardent, if obnoxious admirer.
The concert version of the show was
comprised of song selections, interspersed
with the informative and often hilarious
narration of Jennai Norton, a sophomore
and Theatre major here at UPS.
Did the entire program work? That is the
question. Personally, I found the combination of Prokofiev-Porier rather jarring, and
I heard numerous complaints from the audience as to the same. Going from the
serious and deeply expressive Russian sound

of Prokofiev to the more light-hearted and
ironic tone of Porter is rather like reading
Dave Barry after an analytical reading of
War andPeace. But, in a way, it worked. At
least it achieved its aim: to compare and
showcase two of the most deserving composers in their centennial year.
Jacobsen concerts are scheduled approximately once a month, and tickets can be
purchased for a small fee at the In formation
Center. Even if you know next to nothing
about classical music, a Jacobsen Series
concert is a wonderful way to expand your
mind, and enjoy an evening of great performances.

Confessions of a tube fiend
By Angel Overbaugh

Lagniappe
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Staff Writer

Lagniappe means "an unexpected surprise." It's a
great chance to take a break from studies.
Freshmen are Invited but upperclassmen (especially
sophomores and Juniors) have first priority.
Activities Include hiking, sea kayaklng. cycling.
mountain biking, kite flying and some informal
workshops class activities
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When?
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Where?
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Fall Break Weekend, October 18-20, 1991.
Departures leave the SUB October 18 at 9 a.m. and
return October 20 at 4 p.m.

Camp Orkilla on Orcas Island - A winterized camp
located on the Sound with cabins, dining
hall/lodge. outdoor campfire amphitheater, and
common showers/rest room facilities. Some cabins
are open on one side, sheltered from weather but
requiring warm sleeping bags.

My name is Angel, and I'm a recovering
television addict. But I've been clean now
for almost eight months.
It all started when I was small. My mom,
well, she tried to entertain me with books,
but even then, I had the cravings. I used to
sneak Sesame Street when she wasn't looking. She used to find me hanging around the
blank screen, just touching it. But she
couldn't stop me. All too soon, I discovered
.
Mister Rogers, and there was no turning
. ..'
back after I was in the 'hood.
Yes,I did have fantasies about Fred Rogers.
.
.
I used to think that he was in my house,
changing into his sweater and putting his
slippers on. I kidded myself into thinking
that he was singing just for me, but deep
down, I knew I wasn't the only one.
After that, no one could stop my downward slide. I went on to the harder stuff. I
used to do sitcoms in my room after school.
Even that early, I did Lucy alone. I was just
too ashamed to tell anyone, but they must
have known.
I did it all. In one evening, I had Gilligan
and the Skipper, too. Then, one night, I was
,
in a TV room that! probably shouldn't have
. '..'
Im

Whatisit?

•
'..

.,

.,

STUDENT DISCOUNT

Cost is $35 for the entire weekend Including bus
transportation. use of bikes and canoes, food and
lodging. Ferry ticket of $4.65, rental of sleeping
bags or sea kayaklng will be extra.

Haircut, Perm, Color, etc.

Next?

Pick up an application at the SUB Information
Center or your hail Liaison Board. Return to
Information Center no later than October 14. 1991.
Space is limited!

been in. Yeah, there were a lot of older kids,
and they turned me onto the prime time slot.
Before I could say "Crockett and Tubbs", I
was into the Vice in a big way.
After Moonlighting was cancelled, I
couldn't get a fix. I even tried my connecLions in the old neighborhood, but Bert and
Ernie just couldn't satisfy me. I flipped
from channel to channel, mindlessly searching for something pure, something untried.
And then I met Agent Cooper.
I started "peaking" on a regular basis. I
knew that my friends were concerned about
me, but I didn't see help until after I began
Northern Exposing myself on a regular
basis. Finally, one late evening, my mother
tried to wrench the remote control out of my
hands after Letterman, when I turned it on
myself. She called to me, pleading with me
not to do it. I guess Ijust couldn't take it any
more. I couldn'tenvision my life without it.
After recovery, I've learned to take it one
day at a time. I see life in a different light,
the day light. I take long walks, and think
about where I've been and where I'm going. I still see Ernie and Bert once in a while,
but I never let it go farther. I know that one
show is too many, and a thousand just isn't
enough.

WALKING DISTANCE --9 BLKS.

Howmuch?

..,.

'.

.

Kaelin's Hair Design
Est. 1987

..

'.

Mon - Sat, 9-6
319 Svxth Avenue.

11
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Call for appointment

752-5517
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Elly ClauseV#A
LIBy Lorinda Lipscomb
Staff Writer
Professor Elly Claus, one ofthe newest faculty
members of the Math and Computer Science
Department, is happy that "they offered me a
job!" and excited by the great opportunity of
teaching math at The University of Puget Sound.
Claus and her husband, John, along with their
eleven month old son, Ian, just moved up from
Austin, Texas where she finished school. They
now live nearby the campus in the North end of
town. Claus said she was excited at the chance to
come to the Puget Sound because of the nice
family area. The move also opened up many job
options for her husband. John Claus is a software
engineer in the process of earning his Ph.D. in
Operations Research.
Claus said she became a math teacher because,
"I like math and I like teaching." The flexible
hours are also a bonus for Claus. They are especially important to her right now because she can
spend more quality time with her young son. But
she quickly added that she would still want to be
a professor even if she didn't have a son.
Claus graduated from Dartmouth College in
New Hampshire in 1983 with undergraduate
degrees in Math and Political Science. In 1985,
Claus earned her Masters degree in Math at the
University of California in Santa Barbara. Earlier this year she completed her Ph.D. in mathematics at the University of Texas in Austin. She
taught math as a graduate student at both the
Univerity of California in Santa Barbara and The
University of Texas in Austin.
Claus was born in Holland and came to America
with her parents when she was three years old.
She lived in New York most of her life. In

can possibly be a good thing when one
major is philosophy because of the modem job market. "It (philosophy) will make
a good writer in the sense of presenting
clear and orderly thinking. It makes for aI
open-minded individual."
The history of philosophy is Loeb's favorite area of the department. "I like looking at and studying completely different
visions of thought and seeing each immersed in one another. I'm more inte.

addition to the places where she went to
school, Claus also lived a year in France.
Even though she has lived in many diverse
places, Claus doesn't speak with any noticeable accent.
"Once you've been around a lot of accents,
they all blend together," Claus said.
If she has any free time, Claus enjoys reading, biking, crocheting, cooking, hiking and
swimming. Her favorite activity, though, is
},w, ni

Paul Lo

,uhh
hronn
VT Aft tI'A O*JIfl.

This semester, Claus is teaching one class
of Differential Equation (Math 301) and two
classes of Calculus and Analytic Geometry I
(Math 121). Her favorite to teach is the
differential equations class. Claus said that
the three hundred level class is more challenging and enjoyable to her. She said it
helps to have only eleven students in the class
as opposed to her larger classes of twenty
some students that are in her Calculus and
Analytic Geometry I classes.
In either class, Claus' greatest reward is
when young women in her class gain confidence in themselves as a result of understanding Calculus.
Claus hopes to be able to eventually teach
typology (which is not presently offered here),
as well as continuing to teach differential
equations and analytical Geometry. Eventually, she said she would love to be able to help
students on honors theses in the specific
fields of typology or geometry. Other future
plans of Claus include doing research on
different aspects of mathematics and to continue teaching for a long time.

ested in this than in coming up with nelb
philosophies," said Loch.
Loeb's undergraduate college experience
was similar socially and aesthetically to
UPS but was, according to him, much
more research oriented. Loch worked
through college doing physics research in
computer-filled labs involving things suc
as colliding beams and the discovery of
new quarks.
In addition to his immersion in philosophy and physics he is also closely tied to
the Hispanic culture. With his parents in

(by Amanda Midgett
Layout Assistant
Paul Loeb, professor of philosophy, is interested in and even fascinated by Aristotle,
Kant, Neitzsche and Queen Latifah. "I like
rap," said Loch, "Mostly the female rappers
based in Oakland."
Loeb spent the past several years as a graduate student at the University of California at
Berkeley where he double majored in physics
and philosophy. After spending a year at
Harvard, he earned his undergraduate degree
from uomeii university. His teacning experience stems from being a
teaching assistant at Berkeley and in
his last year there, instructing other
students on how to teach.
"I felt compelled towards the study
of philosophy. I had to figure out
answers to the questions in my mind;
questions dealing with the meaning of
life and a way to make my life com
plete," explained Lo eb,"different parts
of me appealed to the different majors."
According to Loeb, a double major

________________
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Marcia HallW#A##JA
LJBy Rachelle McCarty
Staff Writer
Marcia Hall, the new addition to the UPS
Comparitive Sociology Department, was born
and raised in Trenton, New Jersey. She received
her undergraduate degree at Bryn Mawr College
and went on to get her M.A. and Ph.D from the
University of Michigan. She then served as the
Assistant Dean at Bryn Mawr until she realized
she wasn't "the administrative type" and that she
preferred teaching.
Hall currently teaches "Social Stratification"
and two "Individual and Society" courses at
UPS. She chose to study Sociology because it's
"a way of looking at the world congruent to the
way [she sees] things." Sociology enabled her to
see the world in ways she already did but from
different angles. She hopes that she can teach
her students to view things outside of themselves. Hall says Sociology exposes one to
different ways of thinking and of looking at the
world, and that it is a "window to other cultures."
She believes that although there is much talk of
a global community, the students "are still educated as though the US were the only country in
the world." Hall sees the study of Sociology as
a means of overcoming that.
Professor Hall was drawn to UPS because the
University "values teaching." In her other experiences, Hall observed that research often comes
before teaching and that the student must make
the effort to get something from the teacher. She
believes at UPS teaching comes first. She also
appreciates being able to discuss teaching with
colleagues not only in her department but from
all disciplines. In the future Hall hopes to get
teaching "under [her] belt" then return to more

0

Li'*sa N
By Sara Freeman

research and publishing.
Prior to this point, Hall conducted her research on the raised consciousness of black
students on white campuses. This included
mailing questionnaires and conducting personal interviews with students from the Universities of Michigan and North Carolina.
She now intends to focus her research on the
social history of public housing projects of
her native New Jersey.
Next semester Hall will continue teaching
her "Social Stratification" course and will
lead an Internship Seminar. She will also be

teaching "Urban Communities", acourse that
has not been available at UPS for some time.
The course will focus on the US, but will also
compare housing ofNorth and South America.
When asked ifshe liked it here, Hall replied
it was too early to tell and that she is still
adjusting to the new environment and job.
However, she did admit that she didn't feel
like packing her bags two days after her
arrival. Well, Professor Hall, we hope the
good first impression doesn't rust over the
year.

Features Editor
Welcome Lisa Nunn, optimistically de
manding professor of Economics! Nunn,
the newest professor in the Economics
department, said her students would describe her as very demanding. Optimistic
is how she describes herself.
Nunn may demand a lot from her Stulk
dents but she requires an equal amount
from herself. This former Kappa Kappa
Gamma member graduated from UPS in
1985 and went on to get her doctorate in
Economics from Washington University
in St. Louis, Missouri. Now she teache
classes in Economic History and Economic Theory here at her alma mater.
As for her life outside of school, Nunn
claims she has no time for hobbies, but she
and herhusband havejustpurchased a new
house and she's seven months pregnant.
After graduate school, Nunn went into
teaching because she wasn't sure what
else to do with an economics degree and
she wanted to keep going to school. Nunn
explained that she'd been a teaching assis[ant while at UPS and enjoyed it, plus she
likes college students. Her attraction
teaching has an idealistic side as well:
"Deep down," Nunn said, "I think that
education is the most important human
capital we have."
Nunn, who was born in California,
48
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the Peace Corp, Loeb lived until age 12 in
Columbia, South America. Loeb, thus,
became fluent in Spanish and has four adoptive Columbian brothers. His home before
Soving to Tacoma, was in San Francisco in
the mission district; a South American part
of the city. "I feel very much at home in
Latin places," said Loeb.
Coming to teach at liPS has also given
Professor Loeb a chance to learn about art
$id art history, a reason behind him coming

Dre SURII
EJBy David Franzen

eb

are. "My mom was an artist and I have had
' interest in the sculpting of faces or busts
in the past and would like to know more and
get back to it. Team-teaching at this university with art professors will give me this
chance," said Loeb.
During his experience at Cornell, the cold
•eather in New York did force Loeb... not
to study harder ... butto learn to play Squash,
a hobby he enjoys to this day. In addition to
this game, Loeb enjoys going to movies,
listening to his rap and "going out on the
town."

40
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tflght her first year at Weber State College
in Utah, but was drawn back to UPS for
several reasons; for the intimacy between
the faculty and students, for the high quality
of student scholarship, and because she

S

Staff Writer
Dr. Sunil Kukreja always seems to be smiling. The new comparative sociology professor
is eager to help his students; he is a man excited
by and committed to teaching.
"I find that if my students leave my course
with more questions and some degree of uncertainty about the social conditions around them,
then I've done my job. That means to me that
they are now asking questions and challenging
conventional wisdom, and that shows me that
they are not intimidated by wanting to know.
That is my prime goal as a teacher," said
Kukreja
Born and raised in Malaysia, his parents were
Indian immigrants to that country. Consequently, Kukreja has a multi-cultural background speaking Malay and Hindi as well as
English. Kukreja's family moved to the United
States just previous to his beginning college.
He received his undergraduate education at
Saint Cloud University in Minnesota where he
majored in economics and social science. He continued his education at
Kansas State University, receiving a
masters degree in sociology and at The
American University in Washington
D.C. where he earned his doctorate in
1990.
It was in graduate school where he had
his first teaching experience as a TA.
Once he tried it he was hooked:
"I realized I was putting a lot of what
I was learning in graduate school to use
by helping my students."
This fall Kukreja is teaching CSOC
102, The Individual in Society and
CSOC 301 Social Research I. In the
spring he will teach CSOC 102 again,
Social Research II and CSOC 340, In-

values the emphasis on the liberal arts perspective.
Central to Nunn's specialty in the Economics field, Economic History is the perspective
she admires. The Economic History course she
teaches analyzes growth and development in
the United States with economic tools. Nunn
starts with colonialism and works through
American history explaining the process of
change in society and politics from an ceonomic stand-point.
Currently Nunn, who did her doctoral dissertation on the Progressive Era during the turn
of the 19th century, is working on an analysis
of how students learn economics at the introductory level.
"My students are my guinea pigs," she said.
In the future Nunn will be getting "tooled
up" to teach a Political Economy course by
attending a seminar on the subject. She also
hopes to expand her teaching repertoire into
econometrics, which is a form of applied statistics.
Back in the present, Nunn describes the
courses she teaches as full of requirementslots of homework and reading.
"I'm very demanding, but I know it," said
Nunn, "I like my students to think. I hate for
Q people to memorize."
Nunn believes this demanding quality is a
common trait among young faculty members.
Furthermore, she sees that demanding professors are beneficial to students.
"The young faculty is fresh Out of school
and there's so much we want to teach you," said
Nunn, "We don't know the limits yet and we
haven't gotten pessimistic about students. We're
still optimistic about the student's abilities."
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ternational Political Economy.
As a Sociologist Kukreja is
primarily interested in developing nations and in social
welfare in the United States:
"I want to understand what
some of the problems are that
are confronting some of the
third world countries and how
these problems are affected
by the industrialized world and
how these problems in the developing world affect us hei
(in the industrialized world.)"
Kukreja's research focuses
on political developments in
the developing world such as
how social equality and ceonomic developments affect the
prospects for political change.
Currently Kukreja is studying
how economic developments
effects women in the labor
force in developing countries.
Kukreja's research suggests
that inequality destablizes
political development.
"Unless we confront these
problems of economic and
social inequality it will be very
difficult to expectpolitical democracy as we know it in the
west, or even political stability for that matter,
to sustain itself in those parts of the world,"
Kukreja said.
While he wants to continue to grow and
learn more in his field it is in teaching that
Kukreja finds the greatest personal satisfaction.
"I will run into my students down the road
after a semester or a year and they will say the

C.-

0

course changed their way of looking at things
or opened their eyes to things happening in
this country or other parts of the world," said
Kukreja, "Those are some of the more rewarding experiences in what I do. . . . It's
always nice to have your articles published in
professional journals, but that personal satisfaction I get when I do get feedback from my
students is more satisfying"

S i rah Sloane
IBy Shelly Simpson

Staff Writer
From writing fiction, poetry, and rhetorical
theory to becoming Director of the Writing
Instituteand AssistantProfessor, Sarah Sloane
has fluently introduced her talents to the Urnversity of Puget Sound.
Sloane grew up near New York City and
received her B.A. from Middlebury College.
She received a M.F.A. in creative writing
from theUniversity ofMassachuseus, an M.A.
from Carnegie Mellon, and aPh.D. in rhetoric
from Ohio State.
Sloane was hired by UPS to direct the Writing Institute, which is a two semester course
for advanced writers interested in pursuing a
career as a professional writer or a career in
which writing is crucial. As well as directing
the Writing Institute, Sloane teaches Freshman English 101 and English 301, a writing
and rhetoric course.
Sloane feels that the UPS campus is an
"enchanting place" as she spoke of "walking
on campus with the sun pouring through the
pines, bells chiming, and a string quartet playing."
Sloane admits that the transfer from being a
graduate student to being an Assistant Professor "brought a new set of stresses," but these
are alleviated since "the students are real
sharp and fun to teach."
Being a third generation teacher, Sloane
definitely had role modeling for her career.

,

Sloane was a technical writer in Amherst and
wasn't satisfied with this position, so she
continued her education. Her "combined
interest in writing and working with people"
is what motivated her to become a teacher.
Sloane stated her goal in teaching is "to
engage my students in the worldof text." She
wants her students to discover "there's a
rhetorical system (plan) underlying the te
and to make them "critically aware of s.
tems of claims and appeals." This leads
students to "actually understanding the
rather than just reading the content."
According to Sloane, the "junior facuIt :t
absolutely terrific." She commented with a
smile that she enjoys their enthusiasm ad
good sense of humor. Shealso stated that the
"senior faculty has been very welcoming."
Sloane remarked about the "wonderful diversity among students" on the campus, but
was surprised at the lack ofdiversity among
faculty.
Beyond the classroom and her office,
Sloane's musical talents are highlighted as
she plays the bassoon. Her writing talents
have brought her to being a published poet as
well. She says she "has a mind like a lint
trap," and loves to read anything she can get
her hands on.
Sloane is avidly interested in computers,
multimedia, and desk top publishing. In fact,
her dissertation was on the rhetoric of computer function.
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Become a Student Cardmember today and
it 3 roundtrips on Continental Airlines,
r only $129 or $189 each.

g

Only the American Express Card offers an exciting travel program
exclusively for students—including three roundtrip certificates on
Continental Airlines. And much, much more.
Just look at the map and pick the place you'd like to visit. If
it's on your side of the Mississippi River, you can use a certificate
to fly for only $129* roundtrip. Or you can cross the
Mississippi for $189 roundtrip.
You have your pick of more than 150 cities in the
48 contiguous states. And you can fly almost anytimebecause there are no blackout dates. But you must
make your reservations within 14 days of the day you

a

Minneapolis. Si Paul, St. Louis and New Orleans are considered cities east of the Mtssissippi River
"A credit olup to $370 forcalls will appear on each billtngslatement for 12 months afterenrollmeat $370 is equal to the charges for a domestic 30-minute ntght:weekend MCI Card Compatibility call and appropriate surcharges. You must enroll for this service by December 31, 1991.

CALL 1-800-942-AMEX..=1M
An

MCI
,,,4

leave. And the maximum stay is 7 days/6 nights and must include
a Saturday night.
By becoming a Student Cardmember, you'll also enjoy other
benefits from the American Express Student Privileges Program.
Such as up to 30 minutes** of MCI long-distance calling every month
for an entire year—absolutely free. And that's just one example of
how the Card can help you save.
For just $55 a year, the Card gives you all these savings. And
it's easy to apply. Just call us (have your bank address and account
number on hand). What's more, with our special student offer, it's
easier to get the Card now while you're still in school than it may
ever be again.
So get the Card. And get ready to cover new territory on either side of our Great Continental Divide.

A,ne,vnv

Continental

Ifyou're already a Cardmember theres no need to call. information about your certificates will be arriving soon.
i

,., jtt

with

nni,inir,il5'5,n5

Cisn,inentul Ai,linn.s ulnne is resnnnsihle for fulfillment of this offer. American Enoress assumes no liability for Continental Airlines' tserformanci

1991 American Express Travel Related Services Company. Inc
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Simon Fraser, whining coach crapped on by Loggers
-

EJBy Eric D. Williams
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the Loggers up for good, 13-12.

In a marathon match that lasted
over 2 1/2 hours, the Logger
women's volleyball team eeked
out a five game victory (12-15,
15-12, 5-15, 15-7, 15-13) over
visiting Simon Fraser University
Tuesday evening. With the win,
Puget Sound avenges an earlier
District loss to the Kianspeople in
Vancouver, British Columbia.
Early in the match, momentum
see-sawed back and forth, with
Simon Fraser taking the first two
out of three games. The Loggers
looked nervous early, allowing

"When each person
(1)

fulfills their role, we
play like we did in the

I
0
C
>(

last two games."

Another merciless spike by the Loggers.

Simon Fraser to capitalize on numerous unforced errors. Puget
Sound fell behind 8-2 in the first
game and 13-5 in the third.
"We came out kind of tense,"
Said Melissa Goellner, who finished with 16kiIls and 33 digs for
the Loggers. "We played inconsistent and our serving wasn't as
good as it could have been."
Ingarne four the Loggers, and
i LWI ufl

uallu

Next Volleyball
home game is the UPS
Invitaional on October 18th and 19th
with UBC, PSU, SPU,
CW,WWU, and U. of
Victoria.

dJIIc

to life, sparking a Puget Sound
rally that would propel the Loggers to theireventual victory. The
crowd distracted Simon Fraser's
whining coach, and The Loggers
took the momentum for good in
game four. With each player on
the same page, Puget Sound
clicked, rushing out to a 10-2 lead.
But Simon wasn't finished, cutting the Logger lead to four. Then,
in the longest rally of the night,
wcLoggerscapllallzeoonacouple

of Simon Fraser
errors and went
on to take game
four.
Freshman
Heidi Moritz
took control in
game
five.
Moritz, who finished with a
game high 22
kills, continually
came up witn
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University
SHOP RITE

#1

GO LOGGERS

Your #1 Choice for:

Dell Specials f
.

Cheese Cake

(P•r She.)

12 Pack Coke
.50 0 Off any

vow

f
.

•99
$1.89

Item

____

5 Inch $ .99
20 OFF

Penut Butter

I

(P.b.s •ood Through Oct. ii, 1991)

Valid With A.S.B. Card Only.

FULL SERVICE GROCERIES
VIDEO RENTAL
MONEY ORDERS
KEYS

OPEN: 6 A.M. - I P. M

...

YES S 55!
us

OREQON
TECH. INST.

28 - 14
6th & Union
Only 4 short blocks
from campus!!

Check it Out!

UNIVERSITYSKOP RITE'3601-6th Avenue•Tacoma, WA 98406•(206) 759-9652

•
i
I

-

-,sop

or

(formerly Swensen's)
1620 So. Mildred 565-8336
Buy one
Hot Fudge Sundae

:

at regular

:

price - get the
second one

I

FREE

I

I'•'. - i

I
1
I

COUPON
expires
11/10/91

I
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Puget Sound
dumps on Vikings

[jLggr Line
L Oct. 11

[iBy Antje Spethmann

the first half.
The Vikings challenged most
Staff Writer
of the second half, keeping presA little hard work and 90 mmsure on goalie Lars Jensen, who
utes ofuninterrupted soccercame
together for the
came in at the halftime
break.
Loggers WednesJensen controlled sevday afternoon as
they downed the
"\Ve worked eral shots throughout
the half, including the
previously unVikings last minute
beaten Portland
surge.
State Vikings 1-0,
for each
"The goalies were inin men's soccer accredible," senior fortion.
ward Ian Wells said.
other."
Puget Sound's
It s a luxury to have
lone goal came at
two excellent goalies on
the 41 minute
your team."
mark, when freshWells concurred that the allman defender Michael Chaffee
around effort was the key to the
picked up a loose ball in front of
game.
the net and dribbled past the Vi"If you come out and do this
king goal keeper for the score.
everyday
you're bound to win
Chaffee's goal came just one
some games," Wells said. "We
minute after his initial shot-onreally played well together. We
goal as the Loggers picked up the
worked for each other."
tempo shortly before the close of

_

Ii

Women's Soccer

(ii

4

Volleyball at West Ore
Tournment , Away
Oct. 12 Football vs. Central Washington , Home 1:30
Oct. 12 Men's Swimming vs. Alumni
Home 9:45
Oct. 12 Men's Soccer at Concordia
College, Away 12:00
Oct. 12 Cross Country at Whitworth
Invitational, Away
Oct. 13 Women'sSoccervs.WashingtonState,Homell:00
Oct. 13 Men's Soccer vs. Central
Washington, Home 1:00
Oct. 15 Volleyball vs. Western Washington ,Away 7:00
Oct. 16 Women's Soccer vs. Pacific
Lutheran , Home 4:00
Oct. 16 Men's Soccer vs. Western
Washington ,Away 4:00

.L:1

3

iicr

Being an exhibition game, head
coach Randy Freeman hadachance
to play almost all of his bench,
giving experience to some of the
younger players.
"They (the players of the bench)
played well," Freeman said. "It
means a lot of good things for the
future."
The Loggers,
now 5-5-1, face a
tough weekend,

I

The Logger women's soccer team
came away with a 3-1 victory on the
road this past weekend against Oregon
State UNiversity in Corvallis. Coach
Stewart's squad got on the board early in
the first half wen Tiffany Ross took
advantage of an outstanding cross and
booted it into the back of the net. The
pj)Ufl
Beavers tied the game on Casey
Zimmer's direct hit from approximately
Washington on Sunday.
Wells attributes the record 30 yards. It would be theonly goal for
to bad luck but sees good Oregon State as the Loggers behind Jenthings happening in the fu- nifer Jurgensen scored twice in the final
half to seal the victory. The Loggers
ture.
"Once the luck starts go- uped their record to 3-6 overall on the
year, 1-2 in the Northwest collegiate
ing our way, watch out!"
Soccer confere3nce and 0-1 in District
competition.

TEA

Willamette University offers an excellent 0-month program
leading to teacher certification (elementazy grades K-9 or secondaiy
grades 5-12) and a Master of Arts in Teaching (MAT) degree.
Baccalaureate degree and early admission testing required.
1992-93 PROGRAM: AUGUST 24, 1992- JUNE 11, 1993.
Certification available in:

31046 AVENUE
PrL
k

Backpacking
& Rock Climbing

Art
Biology & General Science
Business Education
Chemistzy
Drama
Elementary
English Language
& Literature
French
German
Health
Integrated Science

in Joshua Tree National Monument, California
• $300
January 3 - 19, 1992
PE 133 (Wilderness & Consciousness) credit available
ContaBob or Donn in 216 SUB (Counseling Center)
by Tuesday, October 14. Phone 756-3372.

II

Japanese
Language Arts
Mathematics (Basic
& Advanced)
Music Education (K-12)
Physical Education (K-12)
Physics
Reading (K-12)
Russian
Spanish
Speech
Social Studies

WlIL3111C
tte
UNIVERSITY
_2

1j€446-

1992

For more information contact:
Office of Admission, Willamette University
900 State Street, Salem, OR 97301
(503) 370-6303

01

k.

I.
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Loggers wipe up defenseless Owls
IBy Bruno Zalubil
Contributing Editor
TheLoggers defeated theOregon Tech Owls for their first
Puget Sound football victory of the season. With hard
running by Gary McCurty and relentless pressure by the
Logger defense, led by defensive lineman Charlie Perry,
the Loggers won 28-14.
The Logger offense clicked in the first half as Puget
Sound blasted off to a 28-0 halftime lead. McCurty scored
three touchdowns and ran the ball for 198 yards all in the
first half. McCurty rushed for 228 total yards on 23 carries,
enough to garnish him the Mt. Rainier League Offensive
Player of the Week award. The game was McCurty's fourth
200-yard performance in his career and only the 38th in the
Columbia Football Association's seven year history. Logger Mike Oliphant, now with the Cleveland Browns, is the

jr

save

TheApple

IP

career leader with five. On the year, McCurty is averaging
5.44 yards per carry and 123.3 yards per game.
Perry, a 6'0", 210 pound defensive tackle, led the defense
in holding the Owl offensive attack for most of the game.
The Owls' wings were clipped until the final three minutes
of the game, when they scored both of their touchdowns.
Perry was instrumental in pressuring Oregon Tech, amassing a total of ten tackles. Two of Perry's tackles were for
losses, and four came on quarterback sacks which amounted
to a loss of nearly 20 yards.
In winning, the Loggers did have a few setbacks. Quarterback Jason Olson lasted only one offensive series before
aggravating his injured ankle. Backup quarterback Chris[ian McDonald performed very well, but was also taken out
with a serious shoulder injury that will keep him unavaiable for this week's game against Central Washington.

money on
Macintosh
Here's the deal: We've paired some of the
most popular Apple Madntosh® computers
with some of the most popular Apple printers. Buy one of these combinations, and save
big bucks. Got it? Good. Now get going.
save when ion buy
an affordable
Macintosh Classic5
computer with either
an Apple St vie Writer
oran Apple Personal
LaserWriter® LS
printer

____________

This offer is available only for a limited time.
See your authorized Apple campus reseller
today for details. And discover the power of Macintosh. The power to be your best
Sate men more when
You buy a Macintosh
LC computer—our
most affQrdahle color
ii stent—uth either an
pple Style Writer oran
lpple Personal Laserit riter (Sprinter. -

_______________

-

-.
-c-

Sate the most when
iou buy a hiRh-performance Macintosh Ilsi
computer with either
an Apple Personal
LaserWriter LS or an
4pple Personal Laserit riter '.Tprinter."

Of1cr applies cola to a Macintosh Classic with a built-in hard disk
"Monitor sold separateS

For more information contact the
Bookstore • 756-3606
C 1991 Apple Computer, Inc Apple, the Apple logo, LaserWriter. Macintosh. St leWriier, and The power to be xrourbem - are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
Classic isa registered trademark licensed to Apple Comparer, Inc

Head coach, Ross Hjelseth, was happy with
the effort that his team put into the game.
"We are pleased with the way our guys
responded to injuries on the road," he cornmented. "It did not bother us and the backups
that got their chances played well. It was a
real team building experience."
"Our special teams play was much irnproved and we got some big plays from out
special forces units. Todd Cooley had an
outstanding day punting the ball—he has
been hot the past couple of weeks."
On the day the Loggers outgained Oregon
Tech283 to 140yards.PugetSoundisnow 11-1 for the season. The Loggers have not
played any league games, which makes the
restofthc season pivotal for post season play.
This Saturday at 1:30 p.m., the Loggers
will play the nation's top-ranked team, Central Washington for homecoming this Saturday at 1:30 p.m. at Baker Stadium. Central
head coach Mike Dunbar has the best winfling percentage of any coach in NAJA Division II, but Hjelseth believes that minimizing
mistakes will keep the game close. The Loggers hold the series edge with a 21-19-1
advantage.
Olson's status at quarterback is still unknown, but freshman backup Dylan Carroll
has been taking plenty of snaps in practice.
The Logger offensive line has also been hit
hard with injuries, but the young backups
have filled in admirably. Against the Wildcats, the Loggers will have a big cat to tackle,
but if the numerous backups continue to play
well, an upset is possible.

Wc:lassifieds
Advertise with Trail Classifleds. It
only costs $2.25 for up to 1 5 words. Each
additional word is just 15. Interested? If
so, either mail what you would like your ad
to say along with a check payable to the
UPS TRAIL to "The Trail, 1500 N.
Warner, Tacoma, WA 98416," or drop your
ad copy and check in campus mail, or bring
your ad copy and check to the Trail office
across from The Cellar in the SUB
basement. You'll be glad you did!
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Staff 61itoria
Let's allow ourselves a moment of happiness. George Bush is cutting our nuclear arsenal.
He's getting rid of nuclear artillery shells, land-based short-range missiles, nuclear cruise
missiles, bomber weapons,and single-warhead ICBMs, and grounding B-52
bombers,"mothballing" nuclear Tomahawk missiles and abandoning development of the
mobile Midgetman missile.
But before we get too happy, the fact remains that Bush is still seeking funding for the
Strategic Defense Initiative (Star Wars) and the B-2 Stealth bomber. His plan would keep
all submarine launched ballistic missile warheads. Futherinore, this plan was an unfair
challenge to the Soviet Union.The weapons easiest for us to do away with are the same
weapons making up the part of the Soviet arsenal that worries the U.S. most.
Happily, Gorbachev matched him. He also upped the ante by proposing the elimination
of all tactical weapons in both navies and cutting long-range weapons by at least half. It
takes guts for Bush to make the first move, but it takes more for Gorbachev to cut his arms
in the wake of the coup attempt. Bush is not the real risk-taker here.
In fact, Bush is recycling a plan he was to use two years ago to reduce multi-warhead
ICBMs. Also, the cuts he's making, though breathtaking, simply accept recommendations
experts have been making for years or speed up the already planned START reductions.
Nothing about these long overdue nuclear reductions makes George Bush a visionary. He
pragmatically picked the right time to make a humanitarian move. That our unnecessary
arsenal has been lessened does not indicate a president who is committed to peace. Don't
forget that Bush can also pick a time to make war, if that will boost his popularity.
So cheer for arms cuts and Gorbechev's courage and the elimination of nuclear weapons,
but don't cheer for George Bush until he shows that he's committed to arms reduction rather
than wars or pre-clection popularity.

Xelters
A kick to Dick's "ribs"
To the Editor:
Dear Dick Fritz,
Today is October 8,1991. Inthebstissue
of The Trail we were given an "in depth"
report on the SUB, specificall , Food Services. I don't think the right message was
sent. Dick, I hope you read this. I am an
angry student. Every year those of us who
live in the residence halls are forced to buy
into the meal plans of food services, submit
to their schedules and to their heavily infated prices. The idea of light, medium
and heavy meal plans is not a bad one. I
have seen it work on other campuses. But
what of those who do not wish to eat SUB
food at all? Why must we still pay? I am
also a working student. My hours are from
3 p.m. till 3 a.m. These hours do not match
those of the SUB, yet still I must pay.
Tonight, my one day off, I went to the SUB
to see ifl could stomach the evening meal.
The short ribs sounded pretty good.
They were not short ribs. They were cut
pieces ofmeat in BBQ sauce shaped to look
like ribs. There was no bone. Traditionally, ribs are bones. OK, I can deal with the
fact that I'm being misled, but this is not the
first time. Do the Italian sausage sandwiches ring a bell? They should, although
we've never been served them. It's actually polska-kilbasa.
Yet the thing that enraged me the most
was the price for this faux-rib: 136 points
or $2.65 cash! You can go down to the
Armadillo BBQ house and get a whole
pound of short ribs for that much. Safeway
charges 590 a pound for bananas. This
amounts to about 3 or 4 bananas a pound.
Yet at the SUB we pay 450 for one. Granny
Smith apples are 980 a pound, and this
averages to about 2.5 apples. The SUB
charges 750 for one. So my question is
"Dick, WHY?" What company do you buy
this form that charges you so much that you
must then rape us for more? Or is it that
Food Services has to make a profit? And if
it's not profit you are after, why are expenses so high you must pass them on?
I really liked Ms. James' story last week.
She made some good points about what
Food Services is lacking. But her comment
didn'tjust refer to vegetarians. lam totally
lactose intolerant (I can't touch dairy products) and, as Ms. James points out, cheese
pretty much covers everything at the SUB.
There are those of us out here who are
finicky eaters. I am one of them. But I
don't think I'm being finicky on these is-

sues. I would eat SUB food if I trusted it.
They claim there are no additives in their
food, but I would like to see some proof. As
far as I know, fillers are still considered
additives. All I'm saying is that if I don't
want to eat their crap, I shouldn't have to
pay for it. It would be cheaper to eat out
every night, which is what I usually do. As
Ms. James suggested, if you want to do
something, complain. Ask questions. Demand and make a nuisance ofyourself. And
ifthey don't respond, boycott Dick and his
whole gang. They can' t operate without us,
and we can always go to the Armadillo
where $2.65 will actually buy us a meal. Do
you get the message, Dick?
Andrew Pritchard

Mott spots an error
To the Editor of the Tail:
The "Question of the Week' for the issue
ofOctober4, 1991 was: "Flow do you feel
about Oliver North being pardoned?"
Oliver North has not been pardoned. His
conviction has been overturned because
testimony crucial to his conviction may
have been "tainted" by evidence North gave
before Congress, evidence for which North
was granted immunity from prosecution.
North's guilt or innocence has not been
determined, and the special prosecutor may
indeed charge him again and seek a new
trial; in the reversal of the conviction there
is no denial of the facts of the case, only the
admissibility of these facts in evidence.
Pardon is a grant of executive clemency
to someone actually convicted, and unlike
an overturned conviction, it admits guilt
while absolving from penalty. It is impossible to pardon someone who has not been
convicted (Gerald Ford's pratfall pardon of
Richard Nixon notwithstanding).
Mott Greene
Honors Department
From the "Names a Fiction Writer
Wouldn't Get Away With" Dept.:

Which one of the following
is not an actual name from
the Tacoma phone book?
S. Armilda Doody
Dagmar Himpel
Sherwood Nicewonger
Jeremiah Pleep
Find the answer on next page

Question of the week: Who have people always told you you look like?
xx

x

.

,
0

0,
U,

0

"Charles Barkley"
Senior Charles Miller

"Meg Ryan"
Junior Amy Jennings

"Johnny Depp"
Senior Brett Welch

"Pam Dawber [Mork and Mindy]"
Senior Samantha Phillips

-'
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on triviality found extremely annoying

Layout Editor
A couple of days ago I received a piece of mail from the illustrious University of Puget
Sound. Not only was this a flattering and thrilling event, but it proved to be a greater source
ofamusement than I had dared to hope. Upon opening the envelope, I encountered a signed
letter from Dean DoJson
begged me in so many words to fill out a little survey
on "Student Life."
Enclosed was a small 12 page survey sent to "all" juniors because "[our] years of
experience here provide [us] with some well-considerej opinions about the University's
student services and programs."
Eagerly, I opened the little survey booklet, which had my name and address stamped on
it, and proudly began to contribute in a positive and helpful manner to the workings of this
well-oiled machinery of education. I even used my favorite red pen to signify the
importance of my answers.
The questions started out simply enough. The first was "What is the highest academic
degree that you intend to obtain?" followed by a list ofdegrees from (1) no degree to (8)
B.D or M. DIV. (divinity). I can understand the reasoning behind this question; it may be
important for our loyal friend David Dodson to get a feel for the goals and aspirations of
the students in order to better prepare us to obtain those goals.
For about two pages or so the questions were reasonable. But then, when I reached
question Q-14, things started to get suspicious. Very suspicious. It was at question Q-14
that, by continuing with the survey, we unwaryjuniors possessing years ofexperience had
set our foot in such a putrid quicksand mire of impudent inquiry that I had to laugh.
The particular question in itself was seemingly harmless: "Below are listed several
activities in which students living on campus sometimes engage. For each, please tell us
how often you have done the activity while living on campus." This was followed by a list
ofactivities and numbers beside each indicating "How often you have done this activity,"
ranging from "very often" to "never." Sounds harmless enough, right? It started off with
"Had lively conversations about various topics during dinner in the dining room or
cafeteria."
Well, of course I made a mad dash for my pen in a frenzy to circle option 4 for "very often."
I was in the actual process of marking my response when I realized just how silly this
question was. In the first place, what use could this information possibly be to the Dean of
Students? When he gets the results from the survey into his hot little hands will he rush to
get to that question and, finding out that Puget Sound students do have lively conversations
on various topics in the SUB, scream with joy and call Newsweek? Realistically, how will
the results of this make any difference at all in any future nolicy makine? How could they?
Not to mention that the question itself is about the funniest thing I've read in days. I mean,
will someone be trying to answer the question and think, "Well, I can remember having at
least eight lively dinner conversations. Is that often or occasionally?" Or "I've had many
lively conversations, but not in the SUB. Does that count?" And how do you know if you've
cmssed that fine line between lively and just engaging? Will it throw off the results of the
survey if too many people have had lively conversations in the SUB but just stuck to one
topic, but responded on the survey that they engaged in lively conversation on many topics?
With this in mind, I proceeded to humor David and I circled 4. My name was on it, you
know. I certainly didn't want any unknown administration types thinking I wasn't enjoying
myself in the SUB (little do they know I don't even eat in the SUB).
The questions got even more amusing. For example, letter d). "[How often have you]
Participated in bull sessions that lasted late into the night?" What odd terminology. Bull
session, you say? At this point, I remembered that the letter said David would be happy to

answer my questions if I called him (756-3360). So I did.
Caught up in the wild frenzy of triviality-induced excitement at about nine in the morning
on Monday I dialed his number. His secretary answered the phone and, after taking my
name, promptly switched my call to Dodson's office. He answered, "Hello, Heather. What
can I do for you?" I said, "I have a question about the Survey of Student Life, question Q14 letter d. So what exactly is a bull session?"
He laughed. I was pleased to have amused such a great and respectable administrator. He
said a bull session is an informal chat. You know, "What people talk about when they are
talking to their peers." Now that's illuminating. He also volunteered the information that the
survey was made up by the Institutional Research Office. Does this mean that we pay an
entire office staff to generate these questions? Do you ever wonder if the administration
actually likes us, or if they come up with these offices and surveys for entertainment, or
simply to torment us?
The survey also enquired as to my affiliation with Greek houses. Don't you think if they
really wanted to know, they could look it up? My name was emblazoned on the cover of the
survey, anyway; it's not like the people tallying the results of the survey couldn't find out
exactly who I am. And why does itor should it make any difference? Are they going to crossreference the answers to try and find out if Greeks somehow behave differently than
Independents as a whole? If he discovers that Independents "helped plan or organize an
event in their freshmen residence unit" "often" and Greeks had "occasionally" is he going
to jump up and exclaim "I KNEW iT! THIS PROVES THEY'RE ALL DRUNKEN
BASTARDS! GET PHIL ON THE PHONE!"
Other questions included inquiries about everything from layout of dorm rooms to how
many times I've invited a foreign student to a movie to how many snacks I've had in the
SUB. All very important and calculable.
What I'm getting at here in no direct way is that the whole survey was the biggest waste
of paper, time, and energy I can imagine. It infuriates me to think that Dodson, or anyone
else for that matter, spends his or her time concerned with this sort of inconsequential crap
when students are scared to walk alone, tormented due to sexual preference, treated like
children by the administration (graduation tickets and tuition problems, to name a couple),
or suffering from any one of a dozen student social maladies. How can we be asked if we
have "made friends with students whose iace was very different from yours" (Q-23 e) when
the majority of students here are conspicuously white? How can we be asked if we have
"made friends with students whose family background (economic and social) was different
than yours" (Q-23 c) when every year tuition raises and upperclassmen financial aid drops,
forcing the less wealthy victims of cut aid back to state schools?
It is a pathetic abuse of any administrative office to sit and sign ridiculous letters and send
petty surveys to an entire class while many students are fed up with being ignored and
patronized when it comes to issues of any importance; how can the proponents of this survey
have the audacity to ask the last question: "If there is some aspect of the quality of student
life on campus not covered in the questionnaire you would like to tell us about please do so
in the space on this page. We are interested in hearing your opinions about the quality of your
experiences at the University of Puget Sound. Your comments will be read and taken into
account." What aspect of real student life that has any significance was covered? Dodson
and his cohorts would be infinitely more effective and respected if they allow us to be honest
and in turn face the issues that truly mean something instead of wondering how often or how
late we informally chat.
At the bottom of the last page, it reads thank you for your help.
You're welcome.
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HAPPY HOUR ALL DAY
/
ALL NIGHT SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
NO COVER
CHARGE WITH
ASB CARD

MICROS & IMPORTS ON DRAFT!
$1.75 WELLS, $1 POUNDERS,
5007 OUNCE BOTTLES,
$2 PITCHERS ALL-NIGHT

/1

/

-Darts, Pinball, Video Games&Big Screen TVs-

"I

(

/j

40P 11~

WATCH WSU HOSTUSC
SATURDAY AND SEATTLE VS. LA
RAIDERS AT 4:30 pm SUNDAY. ALSO,
ALL BASEBALL PLAYOFFS ARE TELE
VISED LIVE!
MONDAY NIGHT:

4c~

~j'i
Halloween

tume party
with door prizes
//
October 31

All ages welcome for Monday night football via satellite at 6
p.m. with QB-1 football and all you can eat spaghetti for $3.95.

ALSO
FEATURING
BEST REMIXER
IN TOWN KEN
/A
THOMPSON
WITH THE
HOTTEST LIGHTING
AND SOUND SYSTEM IN
THE S OUTH S OUND.
DANCING 9 Pm 2 am
TUESDAY SATURDAY
S UNDAY NIGHT IS COMEDY
IGHT FEATURING THE AREA Y S
BEST COMEDIANS

TUESDAY NIGHT:
Ladies Nite with dancing from 9-2. Tequila shots are $1, wells
are $1.75, and margaritas are $3.50.
WENDESDAY NIGHT:
$2 You Call It, 500 drafts
THURSDAY NIGHT:
Buffet from 6-8. $1 for ladies, $3 for guys.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHTS:
College Nites Out! Come early for dinner then
dancing from 9 pm to 2 am.

SATURDAYS & SUNDAYS:
$2.95 steak and egg specials for
breakfast. Patty Melts are $4.95 and
Coney Dogs are $1.50 both
days.
AAA
MONDAYS FRIDAYS:
Open for lunch at
11. Daily soup &
sandwich
specials.
Clubhouse
sandwich & fries,
salad or soup
for $3.95
-

CA

/

-

-

4

71fl9

F

97th St. West, Tacoma

565-9378

Hours:
Mon Fri 11am -2 am
Sat-Sun 9 am 2 am
-

-

Must be 21+ after 9 p.m. except on Mondays
when all ages are welcome.

